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INTRODUCTION

Crypsis is a common phenomenon in many animal groups.

Cepaea nemoralis and Cepaea hortensis are excellent cases in

point (Lamotte 1950, Carter 1967, Clarke 1962, Cain and

Sheppard 1952, 1960, 1961, Cain and Currey 1963, ~ven 1965,

She~pard 1961). Diver (1940) early sug~ested that the pat

tern c08ryosition of Cenaea populations is not affected by

natural selection but rather is controlled primarily by ran

dom proces~es. But Cain and Sheppard (1950) found the col

ors and Datterns of Cep.8.ea ~. have real selective value and

suggested that Hhile random factors such as genetic drift,

e sampling effect, ',lright 1931), must exist (some popula

tions are r0lativ~ly small), drift is not of a magnitude to

mitigate selection. They shm.red that selective value is

dependent upon environnent, different mornhs being differ

entially selected both Dhysiolosically and by oredators.

Later Shenpard (1951) found that the song thrush

Turdus ericetorum selects differentially patterned and col

ored sn~ils from the same areas at different seasons. Thus

selection HaS shO"A7fi to be cyclical, the relative advantage

of a morph changih~ with time.

Clarke (1962) found in this rega:--d that £. hortensis

shov's no correlation b(;twee.n distribution of phenotYDes and
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bCl.ckgr·ound, ;Jin.'tc and brmm morphs being at a disadvantage

everY\1here. He suggested that selection for characters

other than those of physical appearance is important in

this species.

European robins, hedge sparrows, and other species

selectively prey on the moth Biston betularia, the efficacy

of selection being dependent on the ability of the moth to

rest on cryptic substrates (Kettlewell 1955). Moths, on

an individual basis, may actively select a matching back

ground (Kettle1ivell 1955, Sargeant 1966). A similar sug

gestion was mad~ in the case of Cepaea (Lamotte 1955).

~ven (1965) and later Carter (1967) found evidence for

frequency-dependent selection in large populations of Cepaea.

Theoretiqally, frequency-dependent "apostatic" selection is

based on the existence in a polymorphic population of one

morph ~~~ich becomes more common thah the others. The visual

predator, for example a bird, then forms a search image for

the more coamon form (De~uiter 1952) preying on it until its

frequency becomes reiatively small at which time the pre

dator establishes a new search image for another, now com

qlon,-formo In this ''lay a highly diverse polyT,10rphism is

maintained, the establishment of ne"·! forms being made pos

sible by the comparatively low nredatory selection against

them.

Colton (1.916) describes a polymorphism in Thais laDil-

lus, the dog ",rhelk, corre.lates it SUbjectively ,,·rit11. back-
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ground, and invokes Henk Ik'ltural selection as being respons

ible for reducing n2tural variety to a compl~{ of inconspic-

uous forms. }loore (1936) found that the color of the.whelk

is a function of pigment quality of the animals' food.

In the limpet Acmaea di~italis that I have studied,

two form complexes exist. The one, subjectively, is char

acteristic of beds of the gooseneck barnacle Pollicipes

polymerus Smverby. The other is found on the rock faces

of the high intertidal.

The polYDmrphis~ in Acmaea di1,italis is the result of

genetic and enviroTh,ental.factors. l~respecifically, I

shall demonstrate that color in these aninals is first a

function of their genotyrye and second, of their. substrate,

that there is a genetically based, nonrandom, substrate

preference in the pODulation which mediates the balance be-

tween genetic and environmental variance. I shall also

ShOvl that s~bstrate-seeking behavior is correlated ~.,ith the

genetic component o~ pattern and that the degree of correla

tion is modified by predation and by physical factors. Yne

debTee of modification is directly related to the estimated

intensity of predation during a generation. Disruptive sel-

ection ~~ill be suggested to control both pattern frequency

and pattern-behavior relationship 8.nd to result in the
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SWOY Atl.&\S

The study was pursued at middle cove at Cape Arago

State Park, and the southernmost rocky area of Sunset Day

StateP~rk. Both areas are on the southern coast of

Oregon at 43°18 t N. ,latitude, 1240 25 t longitude.

Middle cove is partially protected to the west by a

long reef paralleling the shore. The reef is emergent at

all but the highest high tides. To the north is a head

land separating· middle cove from north cove. The cove is

open to wave attack from the southwest, a direction of

prevailing winds in the \·linter.

The study area at Sunset Bay is partially protected

from wave action by a large stack lying nearby to the \~est.

The Pollicipes colonies at Ca~e Arago are extensive

and large, up to 45 cm dia~eter. Individual barnacles are

generally large,reaGhin~ a maximum fJize, measured by scutum

length, of 18 ~m. They occur in close association with the

mussel llytilus californianus, somet~es forming integrated

beds with this species. They also conmonly ~~tend above

the Mytilus zone, occurring as much as two feet above the

highest mussels •. At·high intertidal levels the colonies

are compact and well-defined and, although they might fol

low irregularities in the rock face, are often round. The
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rock face in the vicinity of the high colonies is coomonly

smooth and inhabited rather sparsely by a small acorn bar-

nacle Balanus glandula Darwin. The lm-rer colonies inhabit

an area complicated by lush grOi1th of Endocladia muricata

Agardh, a red alga, mussels, and large aCorn barnacles.

The rock surface is pocked, almost never being smooth.

In the Sunset Bay study area the Pollicipes are much

less comnon and occur in smaller colonies than at Cape

Arago. Individual barnacles are smaller (maximum size,

10 rom). The Pollicipes occur in the same associations as

at Cape Arago although they are relatively uncommon in the

high intertidal.

The goose barnacles in both areas are parasitized by

ThJdimclla conchae Bonar. As a result they have relatively
. .
rough, nonreflective scute surfaces. Their shells are

generally white to grey.
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EXPE?.UIZNTAL .ANIHi\.LS

1\"0 forms of ACr::leae d;,iz.i,tal,if! Here studied. The first,

with habitat of rock faces of the high intertidal, is the

familiar bro'i·m, patterned limpet. The second, found in

close association vlith Pollicipes, typically has a 't'lhite

rim, grey apex and subapex, and striping patterns variable

both in degree and morphology. A vast amount of variation

is present in this form 'iA1ich, since it is subjectively

characteristic of Pollicipes colonies, will be called

Pollicipes-type. Tne more common rock-type animals have

tan to light brm·m apex and tan to Hhite rim tending to

pure black or brO":·m depending on the amount of striping

present. There is overlap in de~ree of striping betlveen

rock-type and Pollicipes-type animals although the rock

types generally have heavier and more numerous stripes.

Ta.."{onomy

The probable taxonomic relationships are 'ilOrthy of

consideration. - .Fritchman (personal com..r:llmication to Peter

Frank) feels that the white animals are definitely a form

of A. di~itali~. The radulae of white Pollicipes-type

animals are indistinguishable from those of the more com

mon A. diC;it:.alis.
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Karyotype studies, nsin~; prinary and secondary sper-

matocytes, shm'led thc,t all ani-tnnls studied had 9 chromosome

pairs. Because of the extremely small nuclei and chromo-

somes, it ~ros not possible to characterize these animals

beyond clrromosome nuuber. TILis of course is hot conclusive

evidence of tro:onomic relationship. Patterson (1967) re

ports that all of the Patellacea have 9 ct~omosome pairs.

Censuses of young animals of both types shmv a uni-

modal distribution of pattern frequencies (see belm'T, Fig.

6B) ~rith intermediate patterns frequently represented.

That sone darker Pollicipes-type animals Hhen placed on

rock assume rock-type pattern, color, and allometry (see

p.- 17,18) also sur.;gests th,nt only one species is present.

Th~ young of many species of Acmaea are superficially

indistinguishable. Those of A. pelta are very polymorphic

and can be mistaken for A. digitalis (McLean, personal com

munication 1967). It is therefore possible, although not

probable because of differences in the vertical ranges of..
the Acmaea species, that sfu~ples of young limpets consist

of members of many species. This probl~~ should be kept

in mind but probably is of no concern.

Allometry:

The allometric length-height relationships of rock~

type and Pollicipes-type Ao di~italis differ strikingly
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Figure 1. Relationship of In height to In length in
Acma~ digitalis. Cu5ve 1, PolliciDes-type: y =
13.12 - 5.53x + .7~3x. Curve 2, rocK-type: y =
3.47 - 1.Ix + .23x •
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(Figure 1). The In-ITt relationship should approximate a

straight line or, failing that, should be reducible to

two or more straight lines. Each of the segments of a

non-linear relationship might correspond to a changed

set of environro.ental influences on the differential

growth relationship (Huxley 1934). Both the Pollicipes-

type animals and the rock-typeaninals seem to exhibit

good a~proxinations to a straight line relationship

although higher degree polynomials show significant im-

provement over their res~ective first degree equations.

Large limpets of both types have similar height-length

relAtionships; curves 1 and 2 'Hill eventually intersect

again. Bowever, since l5mm (In = 5.0) is, in general,

the l2.rgest size attained by a Pollicipes-type. limpet,

the intersection may have little me.aning.

PolliciDes-type limpets are taller at any length

than are rock-type limpets. 1be difference in height

of the tHO forms increase.s ~'lith increasinr; length to a

length of 15 mm 'There Follicioes-type linpets are, on

the average, 2 rom taller than rock-tyrye limpets.

Price-Jones (1930) has shol,m Cep'ae.a ne.moralis to be

11
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increasin::;ly squat Hith size, Hhereas Oldhatl1 (1923) found

that Arianta arbustorum \·7h.en deprived of lime grmvs a

lighter ....,ei::;ht, and in some cases less peaked, shell. A

substrate composed of Pollicines ~7hich is high in calciun

might provide a better source of calcium than the rock sub-

strate. Since Pollicipe.s-type and rock-DJpe limpets are

of the s&~e s~ecies it is likely that they possess similar

capabilities for assimilation of calcium. Pollicip~s-type

limpets might be able, because of their substrate, to

utilize better their potential for calcium acquisition.

Thus calcium availability mizht be a factor contributin~

to the sreater height of Pollicipes-type limpets.

Russell(l907) found that Patella is flatter, smaller,

and thicker in exposed than in sheltered areas. Limpets

exposed to great desiccation have. taller shells than do

those. living in a more desiccation free enviroru~ent; a

tall shell may provide a water reservoir (Test 1945).

This explanation is not particularly attractive in this

case since desiccation is probably less on Poll~ci.2e~ than

·on the more exposed rock face.

Frank (personal corununication) suzgests. that lateral

. growth of Pollicines-type. limpets may be limited by the

size of the animals' resting locus, a Pollicines ~cublm

plate. This may also be a possible explanation (see belo':l,
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HETHOnS

General data on pattern frequency distribution and

size frequency distribution were gathered from a number of

A. digitalis-inhabited PolliciDes colonies,arbitrarily

chosen, which 't"ere marked so that they could b2 regularly

and repeatably censused at semi-monthly and monthly inter

vals. All visible limpets on each of these colonies and

within 20 cm of the colony were censused. The pattern

scores used for all data collected throughout 1967 and 1968

make direct use of field notes on degree of striping and

color.

Pattern Scori~

In the field animals were scored numerically from 0 to

6 depending on a subjective estimate of the amou.nt'of strip-

ing. They were also scored for grey, Tvhite, or bro't~ apex,

white, grey, brm,m, or black rim, and for presence or ab-

sence of mottling of shell surface. Hottlingoccurred only

on the Pollicines-type animals and is probably a result of

injury. It is most likely a feature of rebuilt shell

material or of the underlying apical bro~m nacreous layer

characteristic of A. di~italis.

In the final analysis mottling 'tJas given a score of 1;
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the basic colors, for rim and apex, were scored as follmls:

uhite. = 0, grey = 1, brm,m = 2. Final score ~,;ras calculated

by adding scores for striping, apex color, r~ color, and

mottling. Since shade is a minor function of shell wet

ness, an attempt 'Has made to census on dry days. Us ing

this system, the Pollicines-type limpets scored in the low

ranges ~vhereas rock-type animals received higher scores.

It should be understood that the above scoring method

has m~rely a qualitative visual basis. Humbers used are

ranks. Hanner of manipulation of the rat] scores to arrive

at final pattern score Has purely a matter of choice and

convenience. Limpet types are illustrated in Appendix B.

Available methods of pattern scorin~ give rise t? a

possible statistical problem. The distribution of scores

comprises a variable, the intervals bet\'leen the values of

'tvhich are not definitely knmlU to be equal. Such a vari

able is ordinal and is amenable only to non-parametric

tests for comparison of population means such as sign test,

Wilcoxon ral~ test, etc. (Tate and Clelland 1957, Stevens

,1968) 0 Se.vage (1957), Humphries (1964), and Anderson

(1961), hOvTever, feel that the interval question is of no

real iraportance. ..;\fter consultation uith statisticians,

I concluded that the t test is sufficiently robust to

'tl7ithstand small ['mounts of ske:~,mess of data o

The distribution of Dattern scores of rollicines-... ",--"-'-
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type limpets is approximately normal (Figure 6A, p. 56,

and 6B, p. 58). An approach to normality is also shm·;n in

Figure A (Appendi..x), a normal probability plot of pattern

scores of the limpets of one of the standard sample colo

nies. That the distribution does not include enough dar!:

limpets is probably of no concern. Tnerefore, it is

likely that the t test and the other pararrretric statistics

used in the followin~ analyses are valid.

11easurement

Length, and in some cases width and height, of

Acmaea \'Tere measured to the neerest 0.1 am. using a knife

edged vernier caliper. Length 1;,1as neasurcd "llith th.e ani

mal in sit1.I..

Data on pattern and size were used in analysis of

selection intensity and, \·Tith some IT'todifications, in be

havior experi~ents. These modifications, as well as more

specialized methods and statistical tests used in data

analysis, nre discussed under appropriate sections of

·re~ults.
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EXPERD1ENTS AND RESULTS

Shell Color

Shell pigments in archeogastropods are probably por

phyrins (Norton 1958, Fox in ~nlber and Yonge 1964, Hyman

1967). Food quality controls the colors of some gastropods

(Ino 1940, Leighton 1961, and troore 1937).

In an attempt to anSHcr the question of control of

animals ",ere Dlaced on a rock on l;'lhich there Here no

was removed from the anterior half of the shell. Treated

were removed from a number of Pollicines colonies. These

All visible A.. dh;i.talis_ - ....' ,--_.

shell color in rock- and PolliciDcs-type limpets, the £01-

Im·ling experiment 1'1aS perforT1ed.

limpets ~lere then marked, by color coding 'uith paint, for

their original pattern score. Next their shells Here

broken in such C\ Hay that approximately one spring's grm'1th

Pollicipes, and animals were ce.nsused at two week intervals

until new' gro't-lth of an extent sufficient for pattern scor-

ing 'tvflS present.

Regrovm shell material was highly variable in pattern

relative to that found in untreated shell. Light animals

most often regrew shell not substantially different from

the original, 'tvhereas the ne~...~ shell of darker forms tended
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to be the same as or darker than, but never lighter than,

the oriGinal. Color and pattern, then uould seem to be

in the first degree genetically determined although there

must be a fairly strong envirorune.ntal component of vari

ance.

It may be assumed that the algal flora of the sand

stone differs qualitatively from the epiphytes of a

Pollicines polyrnerus colony~ It is also obvi.ous that dif

ferent ions ~rlll be available on the alternative sub

strates. The response \Jas more variable in orieinally

dark anL~~ls. This Beans that genetically deten~ined

bounds of phenotype vary uith original phenotype. l-lm'lever,

basic color must be affected by substrate composition

and/or food quality.

About 1% of the limpet shells found on the rock habi

tat have light posteriors and dark enteriors. In all

cases noted, the li~ht area comprised about one third of

the shell surface and ~xtended in the e~~ected triangle

frotil ape,~ to base. This pattern of variation ~'7ithin a

. shell is found re.peated in the obverse in a small propor

tion of Pollicipes-type ani~als. The presence of these

possibly mosaic aninals may lend credence to the conclu

sion that pattern is under pLinary genetic control. Un

fortl1nately there is no 'Hay at present to determine. if

the above is really genetic mosaicism.
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Behavior

Although light-colored Acmnea occurred almost in

variably on Pollicipes colonies, on tuo occasions during

the summer of 1966, the nnimals of a Pollicipes colony

on a damp, rainy, or foggy early morning were found on

the colony in much lower frequency and on the surround-

ing rock in much higher frequency than normal. As the

rocks dried, the anir1als 'l;vere observed returning to the

Pollicipes colony.

The light Acm~.£..c:: in this study seem to have a much

more well defined home locus than nor~mally reported for

Acm~ digitalis (Frank 1964, Galbraith 1965). Since a

rather thorough lanov7ledge of their home range was deemed

a ne.cessary adjunct to other phases of the study, an

attempt was made to quantify this behavior.

Individual Pollicipes and their resident limpet 'I;'7ere

color coded with drops of paint. These 162 animal pairs

were censused first at daily, and later at semi-monthly in-

tervals. At each census location of each limpet relative

to its original position vas noted. Zach was scored as
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being on its original Pollici':1es, Hithin two animals of the

original, or m'lay fro'n the original. "J-..Hay" in this case

means either that the animal had died or that it was not

within t'HO Pollicines of the marked Pollicipes.

Although over one. half of the marked nairs separated

rather quickly, in only a feH cases did an Acmaea leave the

colony on Hhich it was originally found. In these cases

the animals were located on an adjacent E£llicipes colony

which, "\07ith the original colony, ,;·:ras part of an exte.nsive

mussel, Hytilus californianus, bed. In the remainder of

cases, uhe.n a marked pair did separate, the Acmaea was

usually found 't'J'ithin hlO PolliciDes of the original, on an

animal of similar size to that vacated.

Other info!"?,ation substantiates the. contention that

Pollicines-type. limpets move. little, if at all, from a home

PolliciDes colony. The visible limpet po~ulation of a

colony was removed, placed on adjacent rock, and marked.

Also marked 't·:ere thr: limryets found on all rolliciDes colo-. -

nics located in the imraediate vicinity of the experimental

colony. The colony llaS latc"C found to be repopulated both

by its mo7U marked animsls and by un~arked animals. None

of the animals that had been marked on the adjacent colo-

nies had move.d to the. cleared colony. HOHever, it is prob-
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able, since there is no obvious wandering population, that

the "new'" animals originated wi thin the experimental colony

and vlere overloo~~ed at the start of the study; repeated

removal of visible limpets from a given colony results in

a rapid decrease of limpets on that colony. In no case

were limpets n2tive to the rock face found to have moved

onto the vacated colonies. Thus, ignoring m~rtality, the

A. digitalis population of a Pollicipes colony is rela

tively stable and, therefore, periodic sanples of the stan-

dard colonies referred to later are comparable. Numbers

of limpets "invisible" at any sampling time are probably

low since the repopulation noted above WDS of small numbers

of limpets.

The above and transplant experiments in which limpets

did not remain in the "ne~'l" area suggest that the two types

of limpets are limited behaviorally to their respective

substrates. A comparative study of movement was therefore

made.

Three experinents were conducted. In the first,

Pollicipes colonies 'Here haphazardly chosen for the first

test of the series (August 1967), an attempt being made

to use colonies representative of all intertidal levels

and all degrees of bacl~ground heterogeneity Hithin the

range of Pollicipes. Colonies used in the later· (January,

February 1968) eA~eriments differed in that they were
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chosen s~ecifically to test predictions based on the

August ex~eriments. Some of these colonies were shielded

by projecting rock ledges; D~O colonies were selected to

approximate the habitat of sample colonies mentioned later.

In the experiments, all visible limpets were removed

from the Pollicipes colonies. The snails were placed on

the rock face at a distance of 8 em from the home colony

and ~rere marked with drops of colored paint. In the

August 1967 and January 1968 studies, a census 'Has taken

only after 24 hours. Tne third experL~ent, February 1968,

was begun in the S2rne manner as the above but differed

from them in that censusing was done every day for 4 days.

At census, pattern scores and si.zes Here noted for

all visible marked limpets. The limpets were either on

Pollicipes, on rock, or close to or under the colony.

Animals ':'lere individually characterizable by size, pattern,

and marking so that it l-laS possible to identify those

that had returned to the colonies on a given day. The

results of the three exneriments are presented below in

Tables 1 through 6.

Table I consists of the results of Student's t tests

computed on the mean pattern scores of returnees to the

colonies fron which· -they tlere renoved agains t those of

animals l,rhich did not return to their colonies. It ~'7as
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Table ., Comr-arison of ITiean pattern score of limpets re-J••

maining on rock VS .. lim)'ets \.ihich move to p 11· .'.: 0 _J.cJ.pes
colonies ..

Colony Description N off N on t P

1 high, ., d exposed 4 18 9.36 '-.001J.so_ate ,

2 high, exposed, Mytilus 6 27 12.45 <.001

3 1mo1 , large Balanus 4 24 3.21 <.01

4 high, isolated, exposed 2 5 2.69 <.05

5 lo\<.T, large Balanus 2 17 2.27 <.05

6 low, unexposed, Balanus 7 3 1.24 >.. 10

7 high, bare roc!<, deep cleft 4 4 1 0 39 ).10

8 high, \vet 9 7 3.16 <.01

Eight other colonie.s had complete. first day return.
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constructed from data collected in August 1967.

Considering the high exposed or exposed colonies, 1,

2, 3, 4, and 5, one sees in Table 1 that proportion of

return ~vas invariably high and that those animals ~7hich

did not retLUln were different (darker) from those which

nificantly lighter than nonreturnees. The presence of

large Balanus, colonies 3, 5, and 6, at 1mV' intertidal

elevation may also reduce the degree of differentiation

In colonies 6 and 7 returnees were not siCf-oP < .005).

returned. Conversely, the animals of lOll or sheltered

colonies (6, 7, and 8) returned in Lower frequency (hetero

geneity")\2 for number off : number on = 28.1; d.f. = 7;

of returnees' and nonreturnees' pattern scores. Table 1

represents only 8 of 15 original colonies; the other 7 had

complete first day return. TIlese latter colonies were all

located in exposed areas.

Frequency of return and differences in nean pattern

scores of limpets of a colony see~m.s not to be a function

of intertidal level per ~o Colony pairs (2, 7) at high

-and pairs (6, 5) at ImT levels exhibit differences in re

turn which nmst be independent of intertidal level.

Further inforC1ntion is available from Tables 2 and 3

in ~Thich variances of pattern scores of linpets 'l;'Thich re

turned during the first time interval are compared bet~veen

colonies. For all colonies, d.f. = 14, Bartlett's test
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Table. 2. Vario..nces about thc nec:ms of she.ll pattern scores
of limpets which returned to I'ollicipes colo!lies.

_C_o_J__o_n~y__s_2 N_l__ D.c:.~~.:.E.:!:.r~t..:~_~o_n~._._..._ .. _

1

4

14

15

8

13

11

12

2

3

5

6

9

10

0.96

0.29

0.74

0.35

0.63

0.98

0.78

0.99

3,,00

18

5

4

44

7

11

28

27

24

17'

3

5

8

e;'mosecl, hOP.lo[;cneous background, hiS':'

II

"
11

l:ytilus, 1m,'

pigh, hooogcneo~s bo..ckzround

Nytilus.,. large Bn1.anu,s., 101-7

vertical face

101'7, lar~e Bnlanus

"
"

oveYhunr:; by rock led~e

1m'], exposed

----------_._---_.•_--_ ..
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gives ~2 = 45, F <0.C001, indicating that the variances in

question are not homogeneous. From Table 2 and its colony

descriptions, one can see that colonies either exposed and

located on areas of relatively homogeneous rock (1, 15) or

colonies associated 't,?ith Hytilus (11, 13), ~]ith no other

disturbing factors, exhibit 1m., variances Of returnees t

pattern scores. Conversely, those colonies which are

either associated \vith Balanus or are located under ledges

(2, 3, 5, 10, 12) show large amounts of variability in

pattern score.

The heterogeneity of variances has t't·]O probable ori-

gins. First, initial variances of animals within colonies

were different; second, pattern-specific returning response

of transplanted animals differed bet'tleen colonies. These

t-';-70 factors obviously confound one another. Probably both

contribute to the observed differences. It will be shm·m

later that. these tHO factors are related.

Table 3. Colonies in c0lumn 2 are negatively
associated Hith regC'rd to variances about mean
pattern score of limpets ret~rned by F variance
ratio test w'ith colonies in coluIT'..Il 1•. P (1 tai.led)

( ..025.

Arbitrary colony

10
1

15

15, 11, 13, 3, 8
10
10, 3, 1, 2, 12, 5
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The construction of Table 3 made use of the variances

in Table 2. Three colonies were arbitrarily chosen. Of

these, 1 and 15 Here high rod eA"Posed, and 10 was lOvl vlith

a heterogeneous background of Balanus, algae, pocked rock,

etc. The variances of pattern scores of returned limpets

of each of these colonies were compared in turn with this

value,for each of the other colonies in the study. An F

variance ratio test was used. Colonies found to have

variances significantly different, P <.025, from each of

the chosen colonies are grouped in Table 3 opposite the

colonies with ~'7hich they were compared. By referring to

Table 2, the colonies of limpets are sho~vn to be divisible

in this way into the t"70 categories: high, exposed colo

nies with low variances and low, sheltered colonies of

heterogeneous background with high variances. This indi-

cates th::lt there are differences both in the AC!!laea colony

pattern composition and in variability of Acmaea behavior.

These differences are related to differences in habitats

of the home PolliciDes colonies.

Table 4 is of frequencies of return within 24 hours

of limpets of each of several pattern scores. TIlere is a

negative relationship betiveen pattern score and Pollicines-

seeking homing propensity.
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Table 4. Pollicipe.s affinitie.s (measured by the
probe-bility of return to a colony \·lithin 24 hours)
as related to pattern score.

Pattern score # on Total % on

0 31 33 94
0.5 23 27 85
1.0 47 55 85
1.5 36 42 86
2.0 53 62 85
2.5 12 16 75
3.0 4 ,7 57
3.5 4 6 67
4.0 0 2 '0
4.5 2 4 50

5.0-6.5 ·0 0
7.0 0 2 0

The above results are confirmed in Table 5 in which

mean pattern score of reUlrnees and mean pattern score of

animals rem.aining on rock are compared for both large ani-

mals only and for all animals of each colony treated.

Data are from the January 1963 experiment in uhich limpets

had been moved from Pollici~es to adjacent rock. Student's

t test was used as the method of comparison; the signifi-

cance level ,'JaS P <.05. .:~lso compared for each colony in

Table 5 are a nu~ber of variance ratios.

Colonies T, }1, and B are a vertical series in that

order from top to bottom. Hand B "Jere on 2. vertical ~mr-

face. Thus in column 2 the highest colony, T, shows com-

plete return, but there ~·.ras no return in the lmlest colony,

B. The colony in the middle, H,shmved intermediate re-

.suIts. H2, 1:13, and H4, also high and exposed, give results
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similar to those for H. H2 and H3 are both higher and more

exposed than N. 1-15, part of the same group of 00 lonies as

M4, but lOvler, is the only colony with mean pattern score

"on" unequal to mean pattern score "off" PolliciDes.

It is interesting to note that inclusion of small

«7.0 rom) limpets completely obliterates differences in

mean pattern scores of limpets on and off Pollicipes.

There may be seasonal differences in response since

proportion of removed limpets returning to PolliciDes v7as

lower in January than in August (Table 1). This may merely

be a function of the smaller average size of limpets in

January (see beloH, Figure l}).

Data of the third experiment (February 1968) ,,,ere

treated \;"ith multiple regression analyses (lml Scientific

Subroutine "Regrel tl
), an analysis of size of limpet, return

time, and pattern score being completed for each colony

in questio~ and for subjectively grouped colonies. The

analyse.s Here completed usi1'l.g the IBH 360-50 computer at

the University of oregon. Table 6, for each of 11 colonies,

presents regression coefficients of the tine-pattern seg

ment of the multiple regression analysis

and significance level. Mean pattern scores on and off

PolliciDes are compared in the ~ean column; Non and Noff

and first day return frequency are also noted.

Table 6 must be interpreted in the light of both re-
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Table 5. Numbers of returnee (1') and nonreturnee (n) limpets whose means and vari..
anca of pattern score were tested. *denotes a significant difference between mean
(1-test) or variance (f-test) of pattern score among returnees vs. nonreturnees.

Colony Test of means Tests of Variance Proportion r
NQ.large No. all No. large Large; Small ; All
( 7 rom) animals vs. small n01 n no. n animals
(n~rL (n, 1') l' only vs. l' vs. l' n vs. l'

't -- 2,9 0.81

M 14,7 14,7 no small 14,7 no small 14,7 0.33

B": -- 7,0 0

.M2 24,3* 37,7 3,4 . 24,3 13,4 37,7 0.16

M3 12,7* 25,14 7,7 2,7 13,4 25,14 Q.36

1.14 0,6 12,8 6,5 0,6 9,5 12,8 0.60

lv5 -- 6,13* 0.68

ss: 20,7* 25,9 7,2* 20,7* 4,2 25,9 0.27

SYl 3,5 23,6 5,3 3,5 3,18 23,6 0.20

SY2 15,0 0

SY3 6,3* ~e'~4 3,1 6,3* 4,1 10,4* 0.29

~
0

PII!I
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Table 6. Relationships between pattern score and return time. Mean pattern score of
returnees has been compared with that ~f limpets remaining on rock by student's tit".
Significance of the relationship is given in column 6. Regression coefficients of
pattern on time are given in column 7. Their significance is given in column 8.

1st day
Colony Descri)tion N off N on pro).' s means r s

(1): (2 (3)' (4) (5 (6) (7) (8)
. .,J" .

1 low, het. back 39 0 0.19 ns 0.06 <0.01.-
2 vertical face 31 9 0.23 ns 0.02 <0.05
3 high, cliff face 33 11 0.25 ~ 0.05 0.44 ns
4 low, het. back 40 22 0.25 ns 0.01 ns
5 low, she!tered 17 8 0.32 ns 0.01 ns
6 high, exposed 15 9 0.38 ns
7 high 20 7 0.26 <0.05 -0.01 ns
8 series of 12 8 0.40 .0.05 -0.10 ns

high colonies
9 high, small 16 6 0.27 <0.10 0.03 ns

colonies
10 hlgh, vertical 12 8 0.40 ns -0.01 ns:
11 low, open, homo- 77 15 0.16 <0.05 0.02 <0.10

geneous back.

~
I-l
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turn frequency and first day t test of mean pattern of re-

turnees vs. mean pattern of nonreturnees. The latter com-

pare favorably with t tests in Table 1 in that significance

is exhibited in high or low, exposed colonies, 3, 7, 8, 11.

Colonies on vertical faces (1\2), those 't·lith heterogeneous

environs (AI, A4), and isolated colonies (A9) show, 3S did

similar colonies of Tables·l and 5, no difference bet't·]een

mean score off and mean score on Pollicin~. Return fre-

quency increases with increased degree of exposure. . . .

~fuen only large limpets are considered, significant

regressions are found only in the cases of 1m·], hetero-

geneously-environed colonies. In high colonies or Im'l, ex-

posed colmlies, there is no correlation between an ani8al's

pattern score and the time tnken to return to Pollicip€':E,.

Rather, as 'tlith Table 1, the relationship is more or less

absolute, almost all animals returning the first day.

In animals of less than 8 mm length, pattern and be-

havior are correlated, y = .237 + .72x, F <.05; return

time increases with limpet darkness.

Although there seems, at first, to be a cOlulict be-

Dveen t test, variance, and regression analysis (one ni~ht

expect a significant t test to be associated with a signifi-

cant regression coeffici.ent rather than "lith an insignifi-

cant regression coefficient, a logical ~~planation exists.

One can construct a model of the above situation. Con-
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sider Figure 2, line A, as representing a population of

young A. digitalis. Time of return (or A. digitalis-

Polliciryes affinity) is regressed on Acmaea pattern. Since

both characters are undoubtedly polygenic in origin, a

relatively great amount of variance in the proposed rela-

tionship must be included. 'fl;'JO separate situations must

not'7 be considered. In the first, line A, the model colony

is lm·J in the intertidal resulting in less time for tJreda

tion and/or less exposure to predation. Selection is there-

fore roughly at random 'lV,ith regard to pattern and to the

pattern-~olliciDes affinity interaction. As a result, the

original relationship, shmm in Figure 2, increr\sed time of

return vrith l<)rger pattern score, remains unchanged.

In the second case, line 3, the model colony is high

and exposed. Predation is intense and directed tm'lard

those animals Hhich do not fully utilize behaviorally their

potential inconspicuousness. As a result dark Pollicipes-

type anim.als ~vith small affinity for Pollicines are selected.

The result is that Pollicipes-type animals of all patterns

have equal affinity for Pollicines.

The model fulfills condition3 found in the real popu-

lation of young animals. ~eturn time is linearly correl-

ated 'Hith pattern, and me;ms can, because of large variance

be·apparently the same. The model also exnlains the diffel'-
.

ent mean nattern scores but insignificant E. values (pattern,
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Figure 2. 110del of possible relationshins of Dattern
score and Polliciryes-affinity of PolliciDes-type lim
pets. Plotted are hypothetical regressions of Polli
cines affinity on limpet pattern. Vertical lines in
dicate standard error; line A represents young limpets
or low intertidal, sheltered, relatively unselected
limpets; line B represents eXDosed, selected limpets.
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time), the. situation in high, exoosed colonies. According

to the. model (line B) there are fe1;v limpets uith 1m"

affinity for Pollicipes left after selection. These are

mostly dark and account for first day mean score on being

different from mean score of limpets off FolliciDes. How-

ever, since first day return· is 90 to 100% and since., as

the model states, affinities over the pattern ran~e are

approxim3tely equal, too much variance exists about day 1

for a regression coefficient to have significance.

The composite picture is one in ~Jhich large PolliciDes-

type Acnaea di~italis in hi~h or othen!ise eXDosed areas

exhibit rapid homing to FolliciDes regardless of pattern

score. At 101;.,1 tidal levels, there is still (Table 6) a

suggestion of a relationship of homing propensity to pat-

tern darkness.

Evidence fro~ anoth~r population (Sunset Bay) may con

firm the hypothesis that selection acts at different levels

of intensity to control the above pattern-behavior rela-

tionship. Here, the Pollicipes colonies sprea4 in a north-

south linear array from a c2nter of concentration at the

north end of the area to an area of very 1m" population

de.nsity in the south. In the case of the colony closest to

the population center, SY3, Table 5, mean pattern of lim-

pets on PolliciDes differs from mean pattern off ~Alen

large limpets only are conside.re.d. There Has very little
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or no return of Acmaea to PolliciDes in the other colonies

considered.

Considerin~ colony SY 3, the pattern of F-test results

is also interesting. In the case of the F-test of larg'=.

on-small. ~~, the variance of patterns of small animals is

greater', P <.05. Considering F large on-large off and

F all on-all off, variance of animals off the colonies is

greater, P (.05. S!i1ull on-small off variences are equal.

These first day results seem to fit the above model and

correspond to the case of a population of young unselected

limDets or of a population under 101\7 sele.ction pressure.

The picture presented by colony SS is similar to that shOlm

by SY3. Only 27% of the limpets of SS returned on day 1.

There seems, qualitatively, to be no difference between

rock- and Pollicioes-type limpets in the case of SSe Hove-

ment appears to be at random.

SY 1 and SY2 are small, remote colonies; there see~s

little or no affinity for Pollicine.s in these cases.
~----"'-

In low areas large Balanus cariosus are associated

...... t- onl'·· d'It·l'"~ dl ne!...?_ L1C lpes an i y J. us. Small ~. digitalis often

establish an association 'vi th the Balanus w-hich have a

grey parasitized apex and a clear white base. The Acmaea

in such a situation may cue. to color rather than shape or

some other substrate attribute such as periostracal protein.
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Large ~. di~italis (over 8 rom in length) ~,.rere never ob-

served in association ';'7ith these animals.

Size-Behavior Relationshins----------,.,"--- .

There is probably a relationship bebvcen animal size

and prooensity to seek Pollicipes which is confounded by

pattern-behavior correlation. A regression of ~\cmaea size

on time taken by that animal to return to a Polli~ioes

colony, using data of the low colonies of the March study,

gave the equation y = 141 - 22.83x, F = 1.913, d.f.(F) =
1,20\ P <.80. Thus the results are not significant. It

might be suggested that selection favors Follicioes affin

ity in Pollicipes-t~~e limpets.

Size Acmaea-Size Pollicipes ~elationship

It was early noticed that the size of limpets seems

to be positively related to the size of the Pollicipes on

which they live. Figure 3 shows a curvilinear relationship

bebveen Acoaea size and home locus size. As limpet size

-(length) increases so does the size (depth of scutum) of

the PolliciDes on v7hich the ACfolaea is found. See Table 7.

The size of a limpet is obviously related to the size

of the Polli.cipes on uhich. it is resident. That the rela

tionship is not linear demonstrates that the relationship

of limpet to Pollicipes size is critical to large limpets



Table 7. Analysis of variance for the
regression of Figure 3.

y = 86.713 - 1.23887 + O.01697x2 - O.00005x3

Due to degree. 1 regression

Due to degree 2 regression

Due to degree. 3 regression

Deviation about regression

Total

d.f. Sum of squares

1 63013

1 6519

1 260L~

185 119768

196903

39
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Figure 3. Regression of size of limpets on size of
Pollicines inhRbited bv the limnets. rIeasurements
are of limpet len~th and PolliciDes scutum length.
Units are ~~/lO.
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and-that large limpets require as homes proDortionately

larger barnacles than do smaller limDP..ts. In the. Cape Arago

region Pollicines se.ldom exceed 17 ~u in scutum length.

Thus, especially since the linpet size-Pbl~icipes size curve

becomes steeper with increased size of Pollicipes, but, at

PolliciDes size 15mm, noticeably becomes less steep, the

size of limpets on Polli~~pes must be limited by the size of

the largest available. barnacle. Haximum limpet size must be

about 14.0 to 14.5 rom length. In fact, limpets larger than

this are seldom found on Pollicipes; Pollicines-type limpets

lrtrger than 14 mm are relatively conmon on the rock in

sheltered or low areas.

There tends to be a linear relationship between the

size of the cowmensal scale worm Arctono~ vitata and the

size of its host Diodora aspera (Palmer 1963). Similarly,

the hermit crab, ragurus sp. chooses homes, 'nollusc shells,

appro~riate to its size. One might a~pect the Pollicipes

form of ~cmaea digitalis also to choose Pollicines indivi

duals of an optimt!ffi size on lrhich to live. This expecta

tion is based on the observation that A. d~gitalis lives

in the high intertidal zone (~ickets and Calvin 1962) and

must therefore be subject at 1mV' \Vater to rather extensive

desiccation (Frapk 1965). Other
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animals of the zone, ~vhen located in crevices in the rock

are able to exist at higher levels than their counterparts

living on the open rock face (Kinsler 1967) •. Similarly,

rock-type A. digitalis and A. naradigitalis tend to aggre

gate in the depressions in the rock where they presumably

are subject to less severe desiccation than otheruise

(Frank 1965, Hillard 1968). Pollicipes-type A. di:-;italis

have a tall shell with a small aperture ffild a complete rim.

It is easy to hypothesize that the complete rim, in con-

junction ~7ith a mucus-produc~ng foot and mantle edge, when

combined Hith the relatively snooth plates of a Pollicipes.

results in a fairly Hatertight seal against desiccation.

The effectiveness of this seal can only be optimized by an

appropriate relationship beuveen the limpet's aperture size

and the average size of the Pollicipes plates on 'tJhich it

lives.

Pollicipes polymerus nay live for about 20 years and

grows slovuy during this span (Barnes and Reese 1960);

grm·rth is about 0.5 rom per year. Acmaea digitalis has a.

life span of about 4 to 6 years, growing rapidly (Frank

1965). Using Figure 4, consisting of plots of frequencies

of sizes of Pollicipes-type limpets for Janunry 14 and

May 1, 1968, it is possible to determine that limpets of up.

to about 8 rom grml about 0.5 rrun/3.S months. Pollicipe.s

type limpets probably gre'H very slm'7ly in the summer as
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Figure 4. Size frequency distribution of
P011icipes-type A. digitalis •• is of January
1968; " is of Hay 1968.
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v7aS found (Frank 1965) for rock-type limpets. Therefore,

yearly growth rate may be calculated on the basis of 10

months and equals about 1.5 mr.t per year. This rate is

considerably less than Frank found for sm.all rock-type

Acmaea di~italis in a nearby area.

Size frequ.ency is an extremely poor r.lethod of gro~,rth

estimation. The above rate is therefore meaningless

except for purposes of qualitative comparison. The great

difference noted does, however, su~gest·a real difference

in grol1th rates of the TIm forms.

Pollicipes-type limpets appear to have a groHth rate

adjusted to size of Pollicipes, their host; food is pro

bably not limiting since these snails feed on rock as do

faster-~ro~~ng limpets. Pollicipes-type limpets l~rger

than 14 mm (the largest size common on Pollicipes) inhabit

sheltered ar~as of the rock face. Since fe'tl intermediate-

sized Pollicipes-type limpets are found on the rock, these

lar~e limpets may represent either anunselected popula-

tion or animals v!hich have outgrmm the Pollicipes sub~

. strate. Since Figure 3 shous size of limpets as an in-

creasing function of size of Pollicipes, the latter explan-

ation is more likely.

In ~artula, the snail, a limitation on shell size is

inherited C1:urray 1968). Eurray has sho\,1tl shell size to'
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d.f. Sum of squares

Table 8. AnRlysis of variance for the
regression of Figure 5. curve 2.

Deviation about regression 204

518

1858

30496

1

1

~ue to degree 1 regression

2
Y =15.92061 + 0.4024x - 0.0028lx

Due to degree 2 regression

Total 32873

x = rom
10
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Figure 5. Relationship of pattern score and length in
Pollicipes-type· l\.csaea digitalis. Curve 1: low, shel
tered colonies; curve 2: high ~{posed colonies.
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have a high heritability. Similarly, Cook (1965, 1967) has

shovm shell size in Arianta arbustorum and Cepaea nemoralis

to have 'heritability of about 60 to 70%. It seems reason-

2.ble that grm'lth rate must also have high heritability.

Certainly selection pressure for small size and/or slmv

grQ'l;"th must be quite high in the Pollicines-type limpets.

Figure 5 is a plot of a curvilinear regression of

pattern score on size of Pollicipes-type limpets. Data

were again taken from the l!arch homing study. As in all

other nonlinear regressions presented, IBM Scienfific

Subroutine POLRGL Has used. See Table 8. Pattern score

remains relatively high up to linlpet size 10 mm. In larger

animals there is a rather rapid decrease in frequency of

dark animals found on Pollicines. Curve 1 is of low,

sheltered colonies, whereas curve 2 represents high, aDen

colonies. There is no significant difference betueen the

two curves.

Average pattern score is a nearly linear, decreasing

function of size of limnets, dark animals becoming less

common. 'I\TO explanations present themselves. First, the

lim;)ets responc to the. Pollicincs s'lbstrate, all animals

on Pollicipe.s becoming lighter as they grm·T. Second, the

developmental effect is unim1Jortant and dark animals are
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being selected against. One might expect that if the first

explanation were real, the relationship between size and

score WOllld be linear. Nonlinearity lends more credence to

the second explanation than the first. The trend of the

difference between the two curves may confirm the idea of

differential selection pressure against dark Pollicines

tyDe limDets in sheltered as compared to exposed areas.

An attempt in late Hay to repeat the collection of

data for regression analysis of time vs. size and pattern

failed. All animals in all degrees of protection returned

to the PolliciDes colonies during the first day's interval.

The analysis 'l;vas again attempted in early July. High,

exposed 2nd sheltered Pollicines-tYDe limuets returned

imMediately; 75% (N - 90) of those living lower in the inter

tidal had returned by the end of the first census period.

:Hean scores were 2.9 "off" and 3.01 "on."

Young Anim<:',ls: l:ovenent onto PolliciDes

Acmaea veligers are pelagic (Thorson 1950). The

smallest animals found on the intertidal substrate Here

about 2.4 ~~ long. All of these anim~ls were found on the

rock faces. Cursory eX2.mination indicates that lightly

colored limpets settle in the vicinity of PolliciDes

colonies; linpets Dcasuring less than 3~5 mm are not found

on Pollicines colonies, but larger, lightly colore.d limpets
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Table 9. Percent Acmaea digitalis on rook.

Pattern Score

';'.,. ~,,', : ;:.Jlt."".\f\::,';",::X;,~·1l!f'\:l;r,., It ,

25 50 88 29 81 95 88 80 100 100 71 8.3 100 - 100
(32) (4) (16) (7) (26) (21) (16) (10) (7) (4) (7) (6) (6) - (2)

27 58 42 70 .38 f:IJ 59 6.3 81 94 75 100 71 100 100
(15) (12) (12) (20) (29) (35) (.37) (16) (47) (17) (28) (9) (17) (4) (7)

25 18 15 27 2.3 42 .39 71 84 86 80 95 93 100 50 100
(12) (11) (21) (26) (53) (48) (67) (41) (43) (21) (55) (19) (41) 0) (10) (1)

ze

I o .3.0-.309 mm
N

IIo 4.0-4.9 rom
N

III. 5.0-5.9 nun
N

ll!!hter
1.0 1.5~.0 2.5 .3.0 3.

'ker
6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5

Changt!*
I to II

II to III

O! o.

o

a a a 0 0 0 a 000

o a 0 0 a 0 0 0 0

*)(2 test: 0 =not significant; - =significant difference, P< .01.

1,...,
Iv
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are characteristic of this h8bitat.

Rapidity of return of young animals to Follicipes is

correlated positively vlith pattern score. Juvenile move

ment trends were studied as follows: Data collected

monthly from October, 1967, to March, 1968, were first ar

ranged by size classes (3.0-3.9, 4.0-4.9, 5.0-5.9 mm) and

within these classes, by pattern score. Substrates ~'7ere

noted in the ray] data. Percentage of total animals found

on rock substrate vlas calculated for each pattern score

within each size class. Results are sumrnarized in Table 9.

Clearly, the primary locus of very young limpets is

the rock face. Hm·,Tever, greater proportions of 3.0-3.9 mm

light limpets are found on PolliciDes than rock. Compari

son of 3;0-3.9 rom and 4.0-4.9 mm classes indicates little

if any change occurring in animals of pattern scores 1 to

2.5, but does su::;gest a movement toward Follicines of

lighter c:mimals in the 3.0 to 4.0' classes. Changes seen

in 4.5 to 8.0 animals are. insignificant. Comnarison of

the first tilO clcsses ttJith the 5.0 to 5.9 mm size class

ShOHS ratl1er dramatic chan~es in pattern scores up to and

including class l~. O. 1""b.ese larger, light limpets have

become. largely as';ociated \-lith Pollicipes... There has been

no PolliciDE'.s-directed movenent of the darker limpets.

Thus, rate of movement from rock to Polli~i0e~ is cor

related with nattern. Data are not good enough to distin-
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guish ~7hether this relationship is linear or quantal al-

though a definite discontinuity is seen at pattern score

4.5 indicating that the largest amount of differentiation

as to substrate occurs in animals of approximately 4.5 nun.

Through time various attributes of Polliciryes-type

~. digitalis populations, such ns behavior-pattern correla

tion and mean population p~ttern score, change. The latter

observation suggests that the frequency distribution of

pattern scores might change temporally.

The histograms in Figure 6A are. of frequencies of pat-

tern scores. Animals on Pollicipes, solid bars, and on

rocl" striped bars, were treated seDarately. The rates of

change represented by comparison of the histograms for

January 26 and April 29, 1967, suggest that the months of

February through April encompass a period of relatively
I

great clwnge in the distribution of pattern frequencies of

the pODulations.

Figure 6B presents histograms of pattern score for

1967-1978. The DODulation is considered in two groups,

limpets found on rock and limpets 1ivin~; on PolliciDes

colonies. Frequencies of pattern scores of limpets Here

calculated separately for each group and histograms Here

constructed as above. There is a set of histograms for



Figure 6A. Frequencies of pattern scores of A.
digitalis. Striped bars are of limpets found-on
Pollicipes, solid bars of limpets found on rock.
Limpets included were 4.0 to 8.0 mm in length.
January through June 1967.

~umber of Limpets

55

Month On Pollicipes

January 93
Narch 70
April 63
June 52

On rock

98
83
92
75
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Figure 6il. Frequencies of pattern scores of limpets.
Included are months of l"Jovenber 1967 through April 1967
and sizes 3.0-3.9, 4.0-4.9, 5.0-5.9, and 6.0-6.9 rom.
Striped bars are of limpets found on Pollicipes, solid
bars of linpets found on rock.

Number of Limpets

Honth Size in mm
3.0-3.9 4.0- l }.9 5.0-5.9 6.0-6.9

p* R P R P " P R-"

October 16 18 19 32 12 10
November 7 6 15 18 42 31 29 24
December 8 32 18 32 32 l~8 47 11~

January 11 35 17 51 30 56 59 32
February 9 21' 20 44 42 59 65 33
Harch 19 13 27 29 53 59 25
April 8 38 6 43 25 51 45 24

*P: on-Pollicipes; R: on-rock

,
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Figure 6C. Frequencies of Dattern scores of all lim-
pets larger than 10.0 rnn. N;;; 279" •
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each month from November through June. Each set contains

histograMs for animals of 3.0-3.9, 4.0-4.9, 5.0-5.9, and

6.0-6.9 nun.

In the case of very small animals, less than 4.0 rom,

there is very little difference bebveen the pattern fre

quencies of animals on rock and on Pollicipes. Gradually

in time and 't·Tith increase in animal size, hm·;ever, c? rock-

type p09ulation and a Pollicipes-type population become

established. Pollicipes-type limpets ~ost frequently

score from 1 to 4; rock-type animals tend to be darker.

Animals of over 10 rom can be divided into tvffi pattern

classes: less than 4.5 and greater than 7 (Figure 6C).

As mentioned above, most movement of animals from

rock to PolliciDes seems to occur at about 4.-5 rtU';l. The.
histograms ShOll clearly that c? bimodality 't-li th respect to

habitat develops, without regard to tine of year, in ani-

mals of 4.0 to 6.0 ~~. The frequency distribution of pat

tern scores of limpets on Pollicipes is displaced relative

to animals on rock. This becomes more pronounced Hith

'increased limpet size and, to a certain extent (February

to April), uith the passage of time. As the animals

grO't-l and as time passes, the proportion of all types of

limpets on Pollicipes increases relative to that of

animals on the rock face. (Time and size are obviously in-

extric~bly confounded by this method.) This latter com~
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parison of course holds only in the immed~ate vicinity of

a Pollicioes colony. In young animals of both types, less

than 5.0 mo, the pattern frequency distribution is essen-

tia~ly unimodal and normal. Later, ~nlen only animals on

and 11ear Pollicipe~ are considered, the distribution becomes

skewed to the right with a great decrease in darker animals,

the majority of these being located on the rock face.

Since this tyoe of histogram is useless as a quantita-

tive means of estimating proportional changes in a popula-

tion, a more quantitative neans of measure~ent was attempted.

A value I, similar in conception to Haldane's (1961) selec-

tion intensity, I = In (proportion surviving of o~timum) -

In (proportion surviving entire population), was derived

and calculeted. Haldane's I 't<7as derived for an essentially

different situation. He dealt t-!ith a population of knoi·m

absolute size, which enabled him to calculate proportions

on the basis of Nt+1/Nt • My samples, and indeed, I suspect,

those derived from most field work, are characterized by

randomly fluctuating numbers of individuals. TI1US this

study demanded an I which could be calculated regardless of

temporal differences in total sample size. Haldane's I

gives selective advantage, mine, selecti.ve disadvantage.

I =ln (1 - (proPt/proPt_l)) where proPt is the proportion

of the entire population of a given pattern class at time t,

and l?ro~t_l is a similar value for the same pattern class
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at .time t-l. Tnus the nroDortionate decrease over unit

time of a given pattern class was calculated. The recip

rocal was taken to make the value obtRined directly pro

portional to the observed change. I increases with in

crease of a~parent mortality. A logarithmic function nor

malized the values. Coefficients were calculated (using

IBH 360-50 computer) for each of 7 size classes, limpets

..,5 nun,'" 6 r:m1, • • • • '7 11 rom, for nine months, November

through June, and for 17 pattern scores, 0.5 increments

from 1 through 9. Size classes are inclusive of all Itm

pets larger thar:t the indica.ted size; thus the smallest size

class included all animals and the largest only limpets

greater than 11 rom. A~pendix C contains data used for cal

culation.of I's. The proGram is available on request.

In order to better define pattern-specific l values,

a mean I value, I, was calculated for each of the pattern

classes, for all sizes of limpets at all periods.

I values for each pattern, 1-8, are listed in Table 10,

column 1. Note that, for exanple, -0.01 = InP.99 and -4.605

= In 0.01. lmmbers of animals of sone high pattern scores

were so low that the derived statistics are meaningless.

Colu~n 3 differs from column 2 in that colrunn3 considers

only the period Febnuary-Harch through April-Hay and sizes

') Gto ') 10 mm. The latter treatnent "laS suggested by the

'results of Figures 6A and B ~'7hich shm'Ted relatively great
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Table 10. Hean I values of Dattern scores. Colurcm 1 calcu
lated usin~ data from all months and size classes. Column
2 calculated usin~ only data from the months of February
thr.ough Hay, and size classes >6 mm. (See Appendix C for N.)

Hean I

Pattern score

1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
5 .• 5
6
6.5
7
7.5
8

All Qonths and sizes

-0.83
-0.18
-0.52
-0.64
-0.69
-0.76
-1.33
-0.29
-0.42
-0.10
-0.79
-0.40
-0.59
-0.1~0

-0.12

Feb. -l~ay, .., 6 rom

-1.42
-0.77
-0.69
-1.15
-1.33
-0.91
-1.05
-0.12
-0.21
-0.33
-O.l}6
-1.77
-0.73
-0.53
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change in distribution of Datterns of the population in

February through April and in medium sized limpets.

It is obvious that the I values of Table 10 result

from more than one source of variability; sam~ling error

and selection are the tHO most obvious cOUlponents of the

vai-jability. The se.lection may be either nonpattern-

specific, i.e. physiological and that caused by physical

factors, or based on the survival value of particular pat-

tern scores. Sampling error can probably be assumed to be

evenly distributed over the samples and the various pattern

scores. Although pattern may be pleiotropically involved

with other parameters open to selection, this is not likely

to be a C8use of error. rnlere studied previously, mor-

tality in A. dir-;italis ';7aS about evenly distributed over

the course of a year (Frank 1965); ullusuallyhigh nortality

can pro~)ably be directly related to ,?articularly rigorous

climatic conditions.

In column 3 the demarcation beuveen I values for pat-

tern classes 4.5 - 6 and the other rattcrn scores is very

clear; all other Dattern classe.s exceDt 7 and 7.5 shO\v lmlE.'.r

t 1 "t "~"~ ~ 1 t1." (1." at ter t~ almor a_1. y or J.n.loens 1. loy 0.1.. se ec on •e. CJ 1ea , LloU61

negative, values of I). Differences are not so clear in

column 2 "tYhere, although Dattern classes 4.5 to 6 have :r.ela-

tively 1m., T valt'!.cs, the fScneral picture is one of less

difference in I a~ong the ~atterns. Tnis might be inter-
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preted, considerin3 that coltrrnn 2 is of Yfor a selected

sample of months, that in the. time intervals l~ovcmber to

Barch and June-July, and in limpets < 6 rnm and ") 11 mm, I

is varyin~ randomly ,·lith respect to pattern scores.. Ho\-1-

ever, during Harch through June in limpets ,. 6 mm to .,. 10

rom the intermediate patterns 4.5 to 5.5 are more subject to

selection. Coluons 2 and 3 of Table 10 thus may be thought

of as effecting some separation of random selection from

that related to limpet pattern.

There was little relationship betve.en pattern and

selection intensity in very small animals. However, dark

In areas of low Pollicipes density, large rock-type animals

,,,ere abundant (600/m2 ) and dark (pattern score 5 to 9,

'Figure 6C).

Table 11. I values and n~mbers of limpets of all sizes
found on six: colonies of l'ollicipes fret ;::;e.cember 1967 to
July 1968.

N

Dec.

363 378

Feb ..

l~45

Har.

369

Apr.

208

Hay

275

June

308

,
July

289

-.82I -.41 -.27 -.58 - .. 67 -.72 -.61 -.53

Tabl~ 11 of Y values and llumbers of anink~ls found on

PolliciD!?s at each of 8 census ?eriods ShO\'lS rather drastic

chctnges in po~ulation
.

SJ.zes. Since sampling error was
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probably great, only the larger ch2nges will be considered.

I values i.n this table are the monthly means for all sizes

and pattern classes. Large intensities in months December,

January, June, and July must be unrelated to pattern speci-

fie changes as in Table 10.

The January-February increase in numbers coincides

with a major period of Pollicines-directed movement of

young animals. ':rhe large overall decrease from February

through April seems to corrE~spond with high patte.rn

specific I values and changes in pattern frequency dis-

tribution noted during these months. The April through

June increase may be. partially explained by moveme.nt of

yOllng limpets.
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MISCELLANEOUS OBSERVATIONS

An observational trip was made to Pacific Grove,

Bodega Bay, Abalone Point, California, and various rocky

intertidal areas north of Abalone Foint. The California

Coast at Pacific Grove and Bodega Bay is characterized by

a granite rather than sa~dstone substrate. In general

~. div,italis behavior and distribution are probably no dif

ferent from those at Cape Arago. One might have expected

differences due to the ~nlite and black peppered substrate.

At Hussel Point and Point Pinos (Pacific Grove) the

\·7hite foms of Acmaea digitalis 't'lere COffir""1on on Hytilus as

well as Pollicipes. The rocky intertidal in this region

see~s to be more comDressed than further north; the 1lytilus

Pollicipes association is more intense. Tides cover less

range here than they do further north and probably, to

gether 't-lith more direct insolation, are the prime cause of

the comnressiono The shorter times of exnosure and the
•• L

habitat heterogeneity resulting from the a~parent com-

pression may result in low intensity of bird predation.

At Bodega, light limpets 'tV'ere not found on Eytilus

as they were at Pacific Grove. Limpet behavior se~ed at

all intertidal levels to be similar to the behavior of

low level limpets at Cape 1.'rr'ago.
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Distribution of pattern frequencies of limpets appears

to differ systenatically along the coast; limpets are in

general lighter in areas of 1m" Pollicipes density.

Settlement

The larvae of numerous intertidal animals do not

settle upon their substrate at random but rather rely on

both ch~ical and tactile stimuli to locate a favorable

area for settlement. Barnacle larvae for instance seem to

be attracted by a periostracal protein present in the

adult (Crisp and lfeadoHs 1962, 1963). Holluscan forms are

reported to behave similarly (Crisp 1967, Cole and ICnight-

Jones 1949).

It is possible that the vlhite forms of A. digitalis

are stimulated to settle by the presence of Pollicipes.

Young of these forms are found only proximal to Pollicipese

The v]hite limpets may react differentially depending on

conce.ntration of PolliciDes. In areas of lou barnacle con-. .

centration the lighter fOrTI1S of the limpets are found in

greatest frequency, whereas in areas of Pollicines common-

ness, all scores (0-4) are in approximately equal frequency.

Yhis is ~~plicable if one considers the differential be

havior of Y~llng limpets t~ Pollicipes (Table 7). If pre-

sumptive pattern score and behavior Here also correlated

in post-larval settling stages, it might be suggested that
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these respond to different concentrations of an exudate of

the barn:?cle. Presumptively li~ht limnets ~oJould react to

lmoJer concentr::ltions of the product than ~'Tould limpets

destined to be dt:'rker, and vould thus be e),."pected to settle

in high fre~~ency in E>reas of low Pollicipes concentration.

Settling response to Pollici~es concentration is thus sug-

gested to be a function of pattern.
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DISCUSSION

It is probable that the light and dark forms of Acmaea

either belong to the same species or are morphs of a

highly introsressed hybrid. Interbreeding of these forms

is probably possible; their gonad cycles, which Here

follm.;red at bolO "'eek intervals throughout the year, are

similar enough to alloH interbreeding. The karyotypes of

the tHO forms are similar. Howe.ver, all Pate11aceae ';lhich

have been studied have 9 chromosome pairs (Patterson 1967).

l~e unimodal frequency distribution of patterns in the

y'oung limpets suggests that the t\'lO forms are extreraes

of a distribution of patterns and forms.

All of the dark and light colored limpets probably

settle from the plankton (Thorson 1950) to the rock sub

strate. The ligllter colored forms then, in order of

their 1i~htness, (Table 7) move to Pollicipes. This move

ment occurs in lightest limpets at about 3.5 mm length

and is completed by darker lim?ets of pattern score 4 to

4.5 by the time they attain a length a: 5 to 6 rom. The

relationship beDJeen beh~vior and pattern, presented in

Tables 1 to 6 and discussed later, extends to young lim

pe~s, mediating the time of their movement from the rock to
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Pollicipes.

Polliciryes-tyue limpets are behaviorally confined to

Pollicioes colonies; reciprocal transplants showed that

limpets from the rock prefer the rock substrate. The rela

tionship between limpet Dattern score and intensity of sub-

strate preference seems rather complex (Tables 1-6); a

model explaining differences in correlation of pattern score

and substrate preference was proposed. lbe data fit the

model well.

Reiterating, in small ( <7 mm) Pollicioes-type limpets

there is a positive linear relationship of pattern score to

affinity for Pollicipes, darker limpets taking longer to

return to Pollicipes than do light animals. In larger ani-

mals this "relationship is maintained in sheltered areas.

However, the times taken to return to Pollicipes of dark

and light Pollicines-type limpets (originally found on Polli-

cipes) are indistinguishable in exposed areas, almost all

lim~ets returning on the first day. Those limpets having

less affinity for Pollicipe~ have a greater probability of

remaining on a selectively unfavorable substrate at low tide.

These will be, in a probabilistic sense, conspicuous for

longer periods of time than will their counterparts which

have high affinities for substrates renderi.ng them inconspic-

uous. They will thus be visually selected at greater inten-

sity.
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-' Selection 'viII be intense in high areas where the lim-

pets are exposed for long Deriods of time and where inci-

dence of barnacles, macroalgae, and other factors causing

bac~ground heterogeneity is low. In low areas with corres

pondingly short times of exposure, or in areas of great

background heterogeneity, which seems to render a prey less
..1.'

conspicuous to a predator, selection intensities will be 10'11.

Since the visible aspects of the po~ymorphism are the

color and patterns of limpets in the population, it is ne-

cessary to determine \Vhether the origin of the existing pat-

terns is primarily genetic or prim8rily environmental.

The genesis of variable shell color and pattern in

gastropods has been the subject of a rather large amount of

study and· of some controversy. It is generally considered

(H~man 19G7) that shell pigments in archeogastropods are

porphyrins, metabolic products of food pigments or of

odontophore and shell-muscle hem~globin. Thus shades of

brmm and black pigments, among others, characterize most

archeogastropods.

Ino (1940) found that food quality has a controlling

influence on the shell color of Turbo cornutis, and Leighto~

(1961) reports that shell color of the red abalone, Haliotis

rufescen~, is greatly affected by the species of algae on

which the animal has been recently feeding. Hoore (1963)

studying Thais lapillus found that shell color was cor-
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related ~vith the shell pigments of the prey.
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Thus Hvtilus-. .

. eating Thais have a dark brm·m to black shell, but those

feeding on Balanus have lightly-colored shells.

" Test (1937) discounts the effect of food on shell color

in the Acmaeidae stating that infection of shells by the

ascomycete Didymella conchae Bonar (1936) is of primary im-
': ..

portance in determining the color and pattern of the infec-

ted animal. Among the commonly infected animals are the

limpets A. di;;italis and ~. ~~. The fungus penetrates

the shell destroying the conchin matrix ffild rendering the

shell honeycombed and thick mving to com~ensatory regrowth

of shell material by the ani.mal. Test further states that,

upon removal of the fungus infection, the shells no longer

bear a resemblance to their substrate.

She feels that the fungus infection is in complete con-

trol of the pattern and cryptic abilities of infected lim-

pets. She has indeed suggested an obligate (for the infec-

ted limpet) symbiosis, the relationship having been strongly..
selected. Thus only thos"e animals ~.,hich are infected and

which therefore bear a remarkable resemblance to their sub-

strate survive. Didymella conchae infection certainly is

modificatory, tending to reduce shell color intensity and

quality and having a muting and dulling effect on shell tone.

Since Pollicines scutes and the rock are both dull and rough-

surfaced, the dullness and roughness of the limpet shells
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may be of selective advantage.

Periostracal material, ';'lhich is pigmented (Hyman 1967),

is largely destroyed by the fungus. The partial destruction

and' consequent muting and diffusion of, stripes may be the

partial cause of diffuse brown and grey background colors.

Original periostracal and prismatic lay2r material is either

brolVin or white. Since striping is continuous throughout

both prismatic and periostracal layers and is little affec-

ted by grinding, lvhich removes the fungus, Test's (1945)

statement that the fungus is resDonsible for the pattern of

limpet shells cannot be correct.

The phenotypes of the unparasitized limnet shells are

of course functions of the interaction of geneti.c and envi-

ronmental variance (Fisher 1930). Although better defini-

tion of the relative values of these components of pheno-

typic variance 'tV'as attempted in the experiment in which

Pollicines-type limpets were transferred to a rock having

no PolliciF~, information obtained 'tvas only qualitative.

The importance of the enviro~mental component increased.with

increasing pattern score (to 4), i.e. light animals 't'Jere

little affected by the change in substrate, retaining, essen

tially, their original striping and color. Dark limpets

(scores 3-4) exhibited a range of responses but in general

became still darker when .confined to the rock substrate.

Allometry was a sinilar function of substrate, new grmvth
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of darker limpets being more flattened than the original
t,_

shell. Dark Pcllicipes-type Acroaea di~italis seem to be

capable of becoming similar in appearance to rock-type

animals.

After movement to Pollicipes the color and shaDe of

young limpets probably become respectively lighter and

higher. The oresence of a full range '>of light to dark

young (3-3.5 rom) limpets on the rock face strongly suggests

that environmental effects on color and pattern are of

little qualitative importance. Populations of young lim

pets, after choosing one of the two available substrates,

progressively diverged in frequency distribution of pat-

terns. Aninals of intermediate pattern, light pattern on-

rock, and dark pattern on-Pollicipes gradually disappeared

leaving hlO essentially normal pattern frequency distribu-

tions of large rock-type and large Pollicines-tyne limpets

of mean pattern scorc.s about 2.5 and 6.5 res'[)ectively.

This divergence could possibly be explained ~artially

by Pollicipes-types becoming lighter and rock-tynes be-

-corninz darker during development. Hm'1ever, very dark' lim-

pets disappear from Pollicipes as do very light limpets

from rock. Further, the divergence of pattern frequency

distrib1..'!.tion is de.cidedly scasonc.l, greatest pattern speci-

fie chanzc.s occurrinff in February-Hc'.y (FiV-lre 6A and B,

Table: lOJ Durin~ these. months limnets of intcrt!lediate Dat-
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tern more frequently have high rates of disappearance than

do limpets of lighter or darker patterns (TablelO).

Changes in these patterns are relatively greater in size

classes 3 to 6 than in size classes 1, 2, and 7. Thus

from February to Hay limpets of intermediate sizes of in-

termediate pattern scores disappear at a relatively high

rate. At other times of year animals of other pattern

scores suffer decreases in frequency. In the vicinity of

Pollicines ~olonies dark limpets are relatively co~~on

when small, but they greatly decrease in frequency ~lith

increased size.

The behavior, pattern, and shape polymorphism de-

scribed above is suggestive of at least two selection mech-

anisms. Clarification of the genetic systems controlling

these characters is necessary before consideration of

further control of the polymorphism.

It is possible to hypothesize both polygenic and mul

tiple allelic centrol of limpet affinity for Pollicipe.s.

Both possibilities could result in a normal distribution

of variants of the trait. There is probably little en-

vironme.ntal nodification of behavior, especially in young

animals. Since the behavior is demonstrably not quantal,

control by a single diallelic locus is not likely. HQ1;\7ever,

si.nce Table 6 shO\vs a discontinuity in response of young

animals at about pattern score 4.5, a "s'h7itch gene" (Ford
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1964) with modifiers may be implicated.

Pattern and shape probably have large environmental

components of variance.. Pattern uith its apparently

normal non-quantal distribution of expression is likely

under polygenic control.

Regardless of the genetics of the individual char-

acters, the good correlations behle.en pairs of b·lO of

the three variables (Table 6, Figures 3, 4, and 5) indi-

cate a rather loi'] rate of recombination among the variables

(pattern, shape, behavior). As R. A. Fisher (1930) pointed

out, "'1"\-70 ractors, the alternative genes in which may be.

represented by Aa and Bb \·rill maintain each other mutually

in genetic equilibrium if the selective advantage of A

over a i's reversible 't!hen B is substituted for b or vice

versa. II

Bodmer and Parsons (1962) feel, ".
. ,.

• • l.I • • • (it)

",ere such that A 't·ms advantageous in the presence of B

• • • then natural selection would favor closer linkage

betHeen the tw'o factors A and B. II

Fisher and Diver (1934) found that the genes for pink

and unhanded shell in Cepaca nemoralis are linked. This

linkage in Ce~aea nemoralis and more especially in Q. hor-

tensis must be the result of strong selection (Ford 1955).
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That linkage can be selected for has been amply demonstrated

by Parsons (1958), Bodmer and Parsons (1962), Nei (1967),

}fukherjie (1961, and Detlefsen and Roberts (1929).

The selective advantage of linkage for behavior and

pattern in A. digitalis is obvious if one considers that

any recombination ben7een these factors w'Ould result in

light colored limpets behaviorally rel~gated to the dark

rock substrate and vice versa. Such limpets would not be

cryptically colored and would therefore be subject to pre

dation.

}1echanically ti~ht iinkage can be established in at

lea:>t b'TO major ,,,ays. :First, as Ford (1964) observed, by

means of small overlapping inversions groups of genes may

be estnblished,the members of which are close enough to

gether that crossing over between them is precluded.

Second, genes have been found which act to modify

recombination rate. Levine and Levine (1964) found that

different combinations of the chromosome III inversions in

DrosoDhila Dseudoobscur~ differe.ntially£ffect rates of

crossinz over in the X c~romoso~e~ In addition, they de

tected gene comDlexe.s ,d. thin the. inversions ,.;hich modify

cros~ over rates.

A model of the e.volution of a system using a nodifier

locus to change anD:J.rent r~combination rate has bee.n pro

posed by Hasatoshi and Imaizumi (1968). They shmV' that
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alle.l~s of a r~combination modifie.r for a particular s~t

of loci Dr~ sele~ted simultaneously as the allel~s of th~

primary loci are selected. TILUS s~lection of recombinants

results in increased frequ~ncy of the modifier allel~

favoring recombination.

That linkage in general is being selected for in the

limpet populations is strongly suggest~d by the div~rgence

in variance values of the Sunset Bay populations from

those of th~ Cap~ Arago populations. l\'Iemb~rs of the. Sunset

Bay populations wer~ much less canaliz~d as to substrate

preference. Va~ianc~ of m~ans of pattern scor~s of re-

turnees and nonr~turnees ~vere larger than at Cape Arago.

Large variance could be expected if pattern and behavior

w'ere not- tightly linked. The Cape Arago population,

thought to be subject to high selection intensity, ~~hibits

apparently tight lin~age. Selection might b~ l~ss at Sun-

set Bay sim?ly because the limpets ar~ far smaller (mean

lel1gth'7.5 rom) than at Cane Arago (mean l~ngth 10.5 mm).

Th~ small animals might be larg~ly ignor~d hy an ~fficient

pr~dator (Slobodkin 1960').

Th~ first explanation of maintenanc~ of th~ poly-

morphism postulat~s two r~productively isolat~d populations,

Polli.cil)es.-typ~ and rock-type. Each population is nor

mally distribu·te.d, but distributions overlap in young lim-

p~ts by an amount such that both curves tog~ther simulate
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a single normal curve. Selection against the limpets of

patterns falling ~·]ithin the area of overlap l;'70uld result

in the comrle~c di...~orphism found in adults. Generation of

an apparently monomorphic population of young limpets from

the two adult populations would be dependent upon recom-

bination solely ~l1ithin each parent complex. HOI'lever,

directional selection relative to each population would

tend, in the long run, to move the mean of the distribu-

tion of each population progressively av7ay from the mono-

morphic mean, resulting in divergence of the phenotype

distributions o~the two populations. Heterozygote superi-

ority might, in the multilocus case, be expected to SlOll

the resultant population divergence. IIO':vever, divergence

would obtain eventually. This model is, of course, depen

dent on reproductive isolation of the D{O parent popula-

tions. Since it seems likely that the populations do

interbreed, since radulae nre indistinguishable, and since

Fritchman (personal cO~uunication to p. Frank), the special-
.

ist in this group, considers th~~ one species, it is doubt-

ful that the model apDlies.

The second possible model proposes an interbreeding

population. Circumstantial evidence fro~ gonad cycles

indicates a high degree of pa~~ixis to be likely in this

case. A roughly normal frequency distribution of each

variable, pattern, shape, €~d behavior, would be generated
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by interbreeding after \'lhich disruptive selection might be

expected to result in the observed ty!O polymor0hic com-

1 ( ~. . 6)P exes k J.S\lre • Such a system would be self-perpetuat-

ing so lon~ ns a high degree of interbreeding obtained.

POP'l..'lation divergence t:lrOi.l~h disruptive selection Grather

1953,); can OCC'L:r in the face of 25 to 50% interbreeding
~'

(Thoday and Boam 1959, I:illicent and Thoday 1960).

Interbreeding is sometimes decreased as a side effect

of disru~tive selection (~lrroday and Bomn 1959); various

forms of reproductive isolation develop concomitantly. The

sp~vnin~ cycles of Pollicines-tYDe and rock-type A. di~i-

talis nay be sli2;htly divergent (Giesel, unpublished), the

divergence pro0nbly beins a result of disparate levels of

important ~r0rsiCGl factors (insolation, desiccation) associ-

ated 'l,;·Jith the hlO substrates.

Available information on sonad cycles, karyotypes, the

unimodal fonJ. of the distribution of patterns in young ani-

mals and the fern of distribution of selection intensity on

pattern ('l'8ble 10:) su::;?;ests that disruptive selection, ";'Jith

inbreeding, is the most likely means by Hhich the frequency

distribution of the characters mentioned is maintained.

The first, t~'70 pODulati.on, model cannot be ruled out, hOH-

ever, since the time diff~rential in snmming of the tHO

forms co't.!ld result in positive assortative ma.ting.

Apparently seasonal differences in frequency of re-
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turn of limpets to Pollicipes ~vere noted in a series of

behaviorex~eriments. Return frequency 't'laS highest in the

Hay, July, and August exceriments and 10H in January and

Barch•. These differences may be explained by considering

three possible emnhases of nntural selection: predation,

desiccation, and productivity maximiz2tion.

Certain shorebirds such as oyster~atcherst surfbirds,

(Bent 1927, Dawson 1923), and nerhaps gulls (Frank 1965)

prey on the Acmaep and other inhabitants of Pollicines-

}ytilus beds. TIlese birds are nrobably the main pattern

and color selective predators of the limpets. Lewis ( 195~

reports that oystercatchers nreyed on his narked Patel~.

Surfbirds seem to feed both while hovering to the side of

vertically disDosed PolliciDes colonies and while alighting

on the colonies. Oystercatchers 'tvalk over the surface of

the. rocks, picking limpets both from the rocks and from

the barnacles. Live painted limDets disappear rather

quickly. Their emDty shells are found overturned on and

in the vicinity of the barnacle colonies.

~Iigrations of oystercatchers pass the Cape AraGo area

in Harch through Aoril and again in late July and August

(Bent 1927, Dawson 1923). Small pODulations are present

along the Oregon coast through the ';'linter months and occa

sional birds have been observed in the summer•. Peak popu-

lations of the tHO species of birds 'Here observed in the
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spring and fall. Greatest pattern specificity of selection

at Cape Arago TN"as in February through Hay in 1968 and in

April through Hay in 1967 (Figures 61\ and B). This coin-

ci~ence of high density of oystercatchers and surfbirds and

the time of greatest disruptive selection (Tablel~J sup

ports the feeling that these birds are the primaryvisunl

predators of the limpets.

The limpets of the Sunset Bay area, -;·,here Pollicipes

colonies aLe. subjectively neither as common nor as exten-

sive as at Cape Arago, are less canalized behaviorally to

Pollicines than .qre those at Cape Arago. Lightly colored

lim~ets are in some cases common on the rock at Sunset Bay.

At Caoe Arago large dark limpets are relatively uncommon

on the rock in the vicinity of Pollic~ beds, ,..,hereas

they are extremely common distant from Pollicipes. Colony 9

(Table 6), somewhat isolated and of low Pollicipes density,

exhibits pattern-behavior relationships characteristic of

low, sheltered colonies. These differences are eXDlained

if one concludes that Pollicines beds serve as a focus for

the feeding activities of limpet-eating birds. A success-

ful Dredator must be able to outdisperse its prey (AndrelJ

artha 1961), or similarly, to locate its prey easily. It

can be assumed that an efficient predator will choose feed-

ing areas of high aTJDarent prey density. Emlen (1968)

states, ". • • it may be presumed that experience 't,rith any
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given food increases the efficiency with which the predator

forages for it. • • • the feedback relation between a food

use and its value leads tm-rard increased specialization. II

It may be that high PolliciDcs density is a strongly rein-

forced feeding stimulus to the predaceous birds. The low

PolliciDes density at Sunset nay may make the area not par-

ticularly attractive to avian predators.

Bird Dredation may also exnlain the observation that

large dark Pollicines-type limpets can generally only be

found on the undersides of or buried deep within Pollicipes

colonies. This phenomenon was particularly noticeable at

the April 1968 sampling when the population size of one

colony '-laS found to be greatly decreased. E."<:tant animals

were all either light and located on the sHrface of the

colony or dark and located on the lower shell plates or on

the black necks of the PolliciDes. The lm-ler shell plates

are small, polygonal, and sharply demarcated by a neblOrk

of heavy dark lines .. They thus present a background very

similar to the shell pattern of a heavily striped I'ollicipes-

type A. digitalis. The de~ree of such within-colony sub

division of the limpet habitat is a function of the location

of the colony. Low colonies located in heterogeneous back-

grounds subjectively exhibit this definition to a lesser

degree than do highe.r, more exooscd colonie.s.

Desiccation is an important cause of mortality in
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Acmaea di~italis (Frank 1965). Analyses of the yearly pat

tern of times of low tides show that these follow a cycle

the result of which, 1;.vhen combined ~-lith prevalent ~veather,

is .desiccation of high intertidal animals is likely highest

in Hay to July. In Hay to July, generally bright ~"arm

~l7eather combines lJith low midDorning to early afternoon
c:~

tides. The result is long exposure to high insolation and

consequently great desiccation. The low tides of August

to November occur in the very early morning and late even-

ing. Those of December to Narch, although occurring duri.ng

daylight hours, -are combined ~.,ith ~"eather conditions which

preclude much effective desiccation. It has been suggested

that Pollicipes provides a relatively desiccation-free home

to Pollicipes-type linpets. The limryets have a smooth,

unscalloped shell and are rrobably able to form a relatively

Hatertight seal bet...·reen the PolliciDe~ plates and their

shells.

The productivity of micro-algae indigenous to the rock

substrate (blue ~reens, diatoms) is greatest during the

early spring Hhen desiccation is 1mV' and effective insola

tion is high (Castenholz, personal communication), and

may also be related to seasonal fluctuations in behavior.

if genetic fitness is a function of these three largely

temporally separated factors and if evolution may be assumed

to be toward a maximization of the fitness of the morph,
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the limpets must follml a str<",tegy of maximization of feed

in (productivity) and minimization of mortality from desic

cation and predation. Theoretically the interaction of

bvo or more different modes of selection, i.e. disruptive,

apostatic, directional, results in the establish~ent of a

point or points of equilibrium of frequencies of the geno

types (or pheno~Tpes) concerned (James 1962). In this case

the intensities of the three selective forces proposed prob

ably differ I·lith time of year and \vith size of the limpets

resulting in interaction that is at least partially dis

crete. The forces are obviously antagonistic in their in

fluence on behavior of the limpets and Hould be expected

to result in a behavior pattern and variability of be

havior optimal for the population.

Relative time spent on the rock face, ""here the limpets

are thought to feed, is probably reflected by the return

frequencies sho~m in Tables 1 to 6 of results of transplant

experiments. Ifso, the limpets feed most in early spring

when algal productivity is greatest and when gonad genera

tion and spmming are occurrins. Thus the limpets may be

makin~ optimal use of algal production. In late spring and

sur::nner, houeve.r, when algal productivity is 10H and \·;rhen

desiccation is m8~imally effective, selective premiwl

appears to be on remaining in the moistest areas available,

e.g. Pollici~es colonies. In August, vlith decreased effec-
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tive desiccation, the fall gonad build-up, and high fall

grm\Tth rates (Frank 1965), selective emphasis may again

become attached to productivity. The selective effects of

bir.d predation must overlie and interact ,:dth those of the

other two factors.

There is probably a counterforce militating against
t"':

total assum~tion of highly POllicipes-oriented behavior.

'fhis force is maximization of food intake and eventually of

fitness through increased growth rates and gamete produc-

tion. Food intake of a Pollicipes-type limpet is prob-

ably a direct function of the time that animal is able to

spend on the rock rather than on Pollicipes. At 1m·;, levels,

where selection is probably less intense, there may thus be

a reservoir of limpets viliich may be able to m~~imize use

of producer level productivity.

Although free interbreeding of high and low intertidal

level populations cannot occur at certain tines of year,

there is certainly sonEoDportunity for interbreeding during

the balance of the year. This interbreeding of 1m" inter

tidal limpets '\-lith limpets from more heavily selected levels

would serve to balance. the. effects of selection by visual

predators, much as migration rate is able to balance selec-

tion Ciright 1931).

General c.onclusions emerge. This particular polymor;.;.

phism in Acmaea di~italis seems at least Dartially the re-
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suIt of bird r;redation Hhich separates an ori~inally uni-

modal polymorphic population of limpets into t~'70 pattern

and shape complexes. Ap~arently different intensities of

predation result in different degrees of within-population

differentiation. Pattern-correlated bel~vior seems to be

at the root of the visible polymorphism. TIlliS rock- and

Pollicipes-type animals are separated originally and

maintained separate by behavioral differences in light

and dnrk limpets. Selection can thus act in a disruptive

rather than a directional manner.
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Appendix A

Normal probability plot of frequencies of pattern
scores of a sample of Pollicipe~-type limpets.
N=131
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5'1-,--2--3------=-4---=-5-----=-6---=7-----=-8 .
LIMPE T PAT TERN SCOR E
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APPENDIX B

Representative Pollicines-tYge (top), rock-type
(bottom), nnd inta~mediate (middle) li~pets.
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APPZNDL'C C

Numbers used in the calculation of 1 values.



r

I

,
MONTH 1I;;

~~i>

~ SIZE CLASSES 1-"7 VER TICAL AXIS

I
PA TTERN CLASS NUMBERS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
I? 20 20 34 34 39 31 19 16 14 20 9 17 1 11 0 0

9 19 15 25 25 30 17 14 9 12 13 6 12 1 7 0 0
8 18 12 22 17 22 14 11 6 6 10 4 6 0 5 0 0

t~~ 7 15 11 21 17 21 12 8 4 4 6 3 3 0 5 0 0
t:,?

6 15 11 17 14 18 12 8 4 3 7 2 2 0 3 0 0.
5 15 9 16 9 13 13 5 2 3 4 2 0 0 2 0 0
4 g 7 7 4 7 7 3 0 2 3 1 0 0 1 0 0...

I
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t.
t
~ MONTH 2l<:
~ " SIlE CLA SSE S 1- "7 VER TICAL AXIS

PATTERN CLASS NUMBERS

I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
41 21 54 44 67 55 66 28 28 14 28 8 28 1 13 0 2
41 18 41 41 57 42 55 22 19 11 20 7 14 2 13 0 2
38 IE 39 30 39 36 46 15 15 R 15 1 10 2 9 0 2
37 18 33 28 36 30 40 13 13 8 10 2 6 2 8 0 1
34 18 31 28 34 28 34 12 12 8 10 2 4 2 4 0 0
30 16 29 21 30 22 24 12 11 3 8 2 3 1 4 0 0
18 15 25 11 18 10 18 8 9 4 5 0 2 2 0 0 0
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~

k MONTH 3
1

I S I ZE CLASSES 1-7 VERTICAL AXIS
, PATTERN CLASS NUMBERS

1 2 3 4 I:: 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17--
48 17 26 30 89 45 62 13 28 6 39 3 19 0 4 0 1
44 17 26 25 77 38 51 8 28 4 27 5 9 0 4 0 0
39 13 20 20 52 34 38 6 19 3 23 2 5 0 4 0 0
41 12 21 13 40 27 27 4 13 3 11 1 4 0 1 0 1
37 12 21 13 31 27 20 4 13 2 10 1 4 0 2 0 0
34 9 15 14 34 19 16 2 10 0 6 0 4 0 0 0 0

19 7 9 7 15 9 8 1 6 1 5 0 2 0 0 0 0
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I
T
;;

t~ fvlONTH 4(--

SIZE CLASSES 1-7 VERTICAL AXIS
PA TTERN CLASS NUMBERS

1 2 ~ 4 5 6 7 8 a 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17.J

45 32 33 47 <;;9 64 80 25 33 23 37 12 18 7 3 0 4
42 31 21 44 75 55 62 17 18 16 27 9 7 5 3 0 3
41 2<; 18 32 72 38 51 15 16 12 21 4 4 4 2 0 2
38 2t 19 26 52 36 37 10 14 10 15 2 3 4 3 0 1
37 20 16 25 47 28 33 9 11 8 11 1 0 2 1 0 1
33 22 16 20 39 18 24 5 6 7 7 1 0 2 1 0 0
16 9 7 12 10 7 10 4 4 5 5 1 0 1 1 0 0



1
1

MONTH 5
S II E CLASSES 1-7 VERTICAL AXIS

PA TTERf\ CLASS NUMBERS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 11
35 22 17 35 77 47 63 27 39 15 30 6 25 9 6 0 2
34 19 14 31 72 41 50 21 29 10 11 6 14 4 4 0 2

~" 34 17 11 23 61 31 37 17 22 4 13 4 7 3 2 0 2
32 15 10 22 51 26 24 13 16 4 10 1 4 2 1 0 2
31 14 10 16 39 21 21 10 13 3 9 0 2 1 1 0 1

";: 28 12 8 12 33 17 15 7 9 2 8 2 1 1 0 0 1
15 3 3 6 13 3 6 3 8 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 1
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t
}
t"
l:~ HCNTH 6

SIl E CLASSES 1-7 VERTICAL "XIS
, PATTERN CLASS NUMBERS

J
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
45 30 42 40 70 38 50 23 28 14 29 14 25 6 6 a 1
43 28 38 38 65 30 45 16 22 8 16 6 16 5 3 0 1

'{:'.

1237 26 34 32 50 23 36 12 14 5 4 10 4 2 0 0
1 33 25 24 23 43 17 30 9 13 4 8 1 10 3 2 0 0I 35 21 20 21 30 13 24 5 11 4 5 0 10 2 2 0 0

33 22 14 16 25 9 20 4 10 3 5 0 9 2 1 0 0
17 5 4 8 8 2 5 3 5 2 5 0 4 2 1 0 0
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,-

SILl: CLASSI:::S 1-7

1 2 3 4 5
43 24 53 39 58
41 24 51 37 53
39 22 48 32 48
34 Ie 45 30 44
29 16 35 20 32
25 12 27 14 19
13 2 13 6 9

MONTH 8
VER TI CAL AX IS

PATTERN CLASS NU~BERS

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
25 67 16 49 12 29 7 24 1 8 0 0
25 54 10 34 11 25 4 13 1 6 0 0
21 47 10 25 5 16 3 7 0 5 0 0
21 39 6 18 1 10 1 5 0 4 0 0
14 27 5 14 1 6 1 3 0 4 0 0
10 16 3 11 1 1 0 2 0 2 0 0

6 7 1 2 0 1 020 100
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"

•.1.'•..•
,...
j

..
;.

S IZ E CLASS~ S 1-7

1 ~ 3 4 5
36 13 52 35 81
35 14 54 34 80
33 14 46 26 72
31 1U 43 25 69
25 8 36 24 60
21 7 17 19 ~5

15 4 6 8 19

MUNTH 9
VERTICAL AXIS

PATTERN CLASS NUMBERS
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 11
22 72 7 43 4 33 1 21 0 19 0 5
18 68 8 35 2 29 1 16 0 13 0 4
18 58 7 25 2 22 0 12 0 12 (l 4
17 46 4 20 2 16 0 8 0 7 0 1

8 43 4 IS 0 11 0 7 0 ~ 0 1
6 23 1 10 0 5 0 3 0 3 0 1
391 7 u 5 0 1 0 200
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